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About This Game

Space Thinger is a thrilling arcade space shooter! Fight your way through multiple combat zones mining asteroids for crystals
and collecting the debris of your fallen foes to upgrade your ship and engage in ever more epic space battles. Take on bonus

missions for even greater rewards whilst keeping the emphasis firmly on close quarters space dog fighting.

Master a new mission in every zone
Every zone has it's own unique mission, be it collecting artifacts, defending a space station or destroying transmitter probes!

Each will reward you with resources to upgrade your ship although failure will not stagger your progress.

First person and Third person perspectives
Switch between first person and third person perspectives at the press of a button. Choose whichever mode suits your play style.

Thrilling arcade combat loop
Fight a fantastic array of simultaneous combatants whilst making sure to collect enough upgrade materials to keep you alive and

ensure success in your next epic battle.

Turn on random enemies for endless game variation
Select the Random Enemies option and on top of it's standard set of foes each level will spawn an additional horde of ever more

dangerous threats to test your skill and provide endless mission variety.

Varied enemies with a plethora of different armaments
With lasers, missiles, lightning, fireballs and the ever classic devastating beam attacks your foes will pound you with everything
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they've got. But keep an eye on the resource stealing factory ships plundering your resources to make more foes and hazards for
you to fight.

Reach the safety of hyperspace to upgrade your ship, weapons and countermeasures
Over thirty upgrades to keep your ship ready for even the toughest combat scenarios.

Fast and furious fun, Space Thinger takes you straight to the heart of adrenaline pumping space combat action!
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Like Bejeweled. not worth it for its asking price but when it goes on sale I can totally recommend you pick it up!
super easy to get into and really fun with friends. This is a great add-on!
It adds new story, new beautiful lands, many colorful characters.
If you like NWN or Dragon Age, you should play Drakensang The Dark Eye and River of Time with this add-on of course.
I recommend it. I'm sure you'll enjoy this game!. One of my favorite games. I'm slightly addicted and keep trying just one more
round cause I'm sure I can get deeper into the dungeon..... It's pretty okay I guess. You don`t use the trackpad to grab objects.
Grabbing objects in real live requires force and sometimes you forget that this rule doesn`t apply in VR.
The trackpad springs are not designed to withstand that.
That is why you only use the grip or trigger buttons like any normal game.

pardon my english
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I didn't like this game that much, because it is very repetetiv and the pictures are not as well drawen as I expected.
4\/10 Good idea but very repetetiv. A very fun strategy game. While this game isn't too in-depth I feel this is a positive point.
We focus on conquering the world and not spending an hour on every battle. It is like playing a Total War game auto-resolving
every battle and not having to build anything. As for those people that say you can't do anything but one turn a year, I say move
your darn armies fools. My armies move every turn four times a year. At the start of every year I am buying more armies. Once
the game gets going a bit I have two or three armies going conquering the world. Navies are purchasable too and will attack with
your troops in certain instances as well as fighting other navies. I usually use them for dropping off troops on other continents
and when not doing that bolstering the defenses of my homeland. Recruiting is done at two provinces of your starting areas so
defending these are crucial. I enjoyed this game for what it is and it is fun and not impossible to get all the achievements in a
reasonable time. If you are still not sure if you will like it buy it on sale and try it out.. I really enjoy this game. i like the car
crash and the story about having a broken leg. Tons of fun!. I blew up a lot. True story.. this review is down for pending review..

current state of the game -> unfished.

current update of the game -> not updated

current dev standing -> unknown

last know standing of the game -> buggy, tends to crash, was being fixed.. There are much better games out there that you don't
have to pay for.. Ugh this game...I guess I'll start with the positive aspects.
The art is beautiful. It's realistic and the "monsters" and characters all look really cool. The concept is also interesting, basically
a more or less pokemon match 3 game.
But that's it. The character have an odd, old-fashioned style of speaking, the story is messed up and the gameplay...well I liked
the first chapter. But now I see that there is some stupid idle penalty when you dont match 3 tiles in one go. Without the ability
to mix up the board IF THERE ARE SIMPLY NO MATCHES LEFT.
Also the in-game map. Ugh...you have no way of seeing the whole map, battles take way too long and you encounter the same
monsters every 3 steps.
Just don't try it unless you want to be super annoyed and disappointed that they completely failed such a nice looking game.. So
far, this game has proven to be quite difficult and yet still extremely fun and well worth my time, unlike some other games
which I got bored fairly quickly.

This game is fun and well paced, and yet, I'm not even up to my first boss, which is what I usually want, to find a game where
even the first level can be potentially difficult if you are not careful.

I reccommend this to anyone who loves platformers, and loves a good fight, it is like the God of War series because you get to
beat the crap out of everything, which for me is a big part of the reason I play many games.. i cant launch the game, it keeps
syncing then refreshing or closing. any solutions?. Simple, yet fun. Would recommend 100%
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